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As patients become more sophisticated in managing their own health, they often turn to tracking apps to record and manage their health. Menstruation apps often track menstrual cycles, sexual activity, mood changes, and more. The Federal Trade Commission regulates these apps, but consistent with the common trend of law lagging behind technology, the extent of this regulation or lack thereof is not well understood. This Note investigates the legal consequences on user privacy, informed consent, and regulation when the data of menstruation-tracking apps is misused in the United States.

This research fills a gap in the literature by using the lens of international human rights to assess whether the data-sharing practices are sufficient to protect the right to privacy. Menstruation-tracking apps are not bound by the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) because they are not healthcare providers. However, this Note argues that the function menstruation-tracking apps serve and the data they collect should compel these apps to comply with HIPAA to meet the human rights standard. This Note employs qualitative and quantitative analyses on past and present user agreements of the biggest menstruation-tracking app, Flo, as a case study.
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Introduction

Since the dawn of civilization, one fear has haunted almost half the human population: the risk of leaking during a menstrual cycle. However, the information age has brought a new concern that could potentially impact anyone with access to information technology such as the internet: the risk of a user’s private data being leaked. What ties these issues to one another is the nigh-primal human need for privacy and the ways it can be compromised.

Although the meaning of privacy varies depending on the society and jurisdiction, the word encompasses concepts like the right to bodily integrity and freedom from invasive searches. Privacy promotes values such as personal autonomy, respect, and human dignity. Distinct but related concepts include confidentiality and security. Confidentiality is the nondisclosure of information collected in an intimate setting—patient-physician relationships being the most prominent example. Security is the technical and procedural measures that prevent private information from being leaked. The value of privacy varies from person to person, but privacy benefits even those who find it unimportant by allowing them to control their social relationships.

1. See Genesis 3:7 (King James) (“And the eyes of [Adam and Eve] both were opened, and they knew that they were naked; and they sewed fig leaves together, and made themselves aprons.”); Al-Qur’an 7:22 (Khattab trans.) (“And when [Adam and Eve] tasted of the tree, their nakedness was exposed to them, prompting them to cover themselves with leaves from Paradise.”).
2. The Value and Importance of Health Information Privacy, in BEYOND THE HIPAA PRIVACY RULE: ENHANCING PRIVACY, IMPROVING HEALTH THROUGH RESEARCH 75, 76 (Sharyl J. Nass, Laura A. Levit & Lawrence O. Gostin eds., 2009) [hereinafter Value and Importance].
3. Id.
4. Id. at 76–77.
5. Id. at 77–78.
what others know about them is essential to preserving their dignity, which is a legally protected right under U.S. tort law.⁵

That privacy is a fundamental human right is well established in every major international and regional human rights instrument.⁶ Article 12 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) from 1948 states: “No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home, or correspondence.”⁷ Privacy is so central to human rights that it is the cornerstone upon which other rights are built, including the right to freedom of movement, thought, and association.⁸ While a broad interpretation of privacy should apply to online transactions and digital data by that logic, in practice—as is often the case with law lagging behind technology—governments and service providers often fall short of meeting this standard.

Arguably, in no sector of life is privacy as essential as it is in health. The COVID-19 pandemic forced many people to turn to online resources to manage their health, such as by using telehealth services, conducting personal research into medical options, and seeking advice from the media.⁹ Although technological advances have made patients more autonomous in managing their own health, such advances increase the risk of misinformation for commercial or political purposes.¹⁰ Concerningly, not only does this trend erode patient health and their trust in the system, but it also obfuscates the commercial motivations of companies to push a certain product or to collect user data.

One way that smartphone users manage their health is by downloading health-tracking apps.¹¹ These apps rely on users inputting their health information such as their sleep cycle, mood, and fitness habits to analyze and visualize their health patterns.¹² Nearly 40 percent of American adults currently

---

6. See, e.g., Raess v. Doescher, 883 N.E.2d 790, 798–99 (Ind. 2008) (finding that a doctor storming up to and yelling at his employee qualified as assault because the employee had an imminent apprehension of offensive contact). In this case, the doctor violated the employee’s dignity by invading his personal space. See also Fisher v. Carrousel Motor Hotel, Inc., 424 S.W.2d 627, 630 (Tex. 1967) (finding that snatching a plate from a person constitutes battery because the defendant made offensive contact with the plaintiff and thereby violated the plaintiff’s dignity).


11. Id.


use a health-tracking app, and about one in three Americans have used digital health products in the past.14 This Note specifically discusses menstruation-tracking apps, which are a subcategory of health-tracking apps that collect sensitive information on a user’s menstrual cycle length, sexual activity, and urinary frequency.15 Like any commercial app, these tracking apps collect user data, be it for marketing, development, or analytics purposes.16 However, given the sensitive information that users input into these apps, the ethicality of companies using user data like this must be called into question.

This Note addresses three questions: (1) what are the legal consequences of data misuse in menstruation-tracking apps, (2) what should the standard be to preserve the human right to privacy, and (3) how can regulation change to reach that standard? First, I outline the issue and its regulatory landscape. Second, I discuss my methodology, which involves a literature review, interviews with professionals, and original research on the past and present terms of use and privacy policies of the largest menstruation-tracking app, Flo. Third, I discuss what changes in regulation and corporate practices would better protect people’s data and thereby strengthen human rights.

I.
ISSUE

Menstruation-tracking apps are part of a broader trend in the tech industry called “femtech.” Femtech is a category of “software, diagnostics, products, and services that use technology to support” people who menstruate.17 This industry is highly lucrative: its market potential is forecasted to reach upwards of $60.1 billion by 2027.18 Users are especially attracted to menstruation-tracking apps because many of these apps can purportedly assess when a user is ovulating based on their cycle and habits.19 Many users treat these apps as birth control,


A large problem regarding the privacy features of these apps is that they are produced by for-profit companies that are not healthcare providers. Accordingly, rules and guidelines promulgated by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), not the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), regulate these apps.\footnote{21}{Press Release, Fed. Trade Com’n, FTC Warns Health Apps and Connected Device Companies to Comply with Health Breach Notification Rule (Sept. 15, 2021), https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/news/press-releases/2021/09/ftc-warns-health-apps-connected-device-companies-comply-health-breach-notification-rule [https://perma.cc/6CRR-TRK3].} This means that protections that are normally applied to sensitive health data in the medical context do not automatically apply in the context of health- or menstruation-tracking apps.\footnote{22}{Id. I discuss FTC enforcement of regulations governing health apps later in this Note. See infra Part IV.B.} Although the FTC has guidelines regarding data-sharing between apps, prior to 2019, many apps, including health apps, shared user data with web-hosting companies like Facebook and profiling companies like Braze or Amplitude.\footnote{23}{Hamilton, supra note 15.} These data transfers would often take place immediately once the user opened the app, before the user had a chance to indicate their consent or become aware that dissemination of this information was already occurring.\footnote{24}{Id.} In 2019, Privacy International released a series of reports analyzing a variety of apps and their data-sharing practices. The first report focused on companies sharing data through the Facebook Software Development Kit, which is a set of software development tools that help developers build apps.\footnote{25}{Investigating Apps Interactions with Facebook on Android, PRIVACY INT’L (2019), https://privacyinternational.org/appdata [https://perma.cc/8C26-H3KZ].} The report found that the data was sent to Facebook with a unique identifier called a Google advertising ID, which made it easy for the company to link data and build a detailed profile on a user’s interests, identities, and daily routines.\footnote{26}{Id.} As a result of this report, most of the apps that Privacy International studied changed their data-sharing practices to require user consent first.\footnote{27}{Id.} A similar report later came out that strictly examined menstruation-tracking apps, which similarly resulted in many of these apps overhauling their terms of use and privacy policies.\footnote{28}{See No Body’s Business but Mine: How Menstruation Apps Are Sharing Your Data, PRIVACY INT’L (2019) [hereinafter No Body’s Business but Mine], https://privacyinternational.org/long-read/3196/no-bodys-business-mine-how-menstruations-apps-are-sharing-your-data [https://perma.cc/A38R-6B9V].}
At the heart of this Note’s human rights analysis is informed consent. Informed consent is the process of a person understanding and agreeing to their participation in an activity being used for other purposes, like research and medical testing. However, app companies often have users consent to their terms with the tap of a single button labeled “Accept Terms & Conditions.” This method of gaining consent does more to legally protect the company collecting the data from future lawsuits and less to ensure that the user truly understands and consents to what the company is collecting.

First, this Note investigates the legal consequences of data misuse in menstruation-tracking apps. To answer this question, I draw upon scholarly literature regarding data misuse of menstruation and health apps as well as why protecting user data matters. I examine the health impacts that these apps and their regulation have upon the user.

Second, this Note explores what legal standard would preserve the human right to privacy. My methodology involves analyzing the changes these companies made in response to the Privacy International recommendations; doing a side-by-side comparison of past and present terms of use and privacy agreements of Flo, the most popular menstruation-tracking app; and critically examining current methods of regulation.

Finally, this Note examines the regulatory framework governing menstruation-tracking apps. Companies are better equipped to protect user data than users themselves are. As compared to web browser cookies, it is much more cumbersome to block unwanted cookies on an app. As a result, few smartphone users opt out of third-party tracking while using apps that collect their most sensitive data. Many apps that changed their agreements following Privacy International’s exposé now include a clause in their agreements that stipulates they will deidentify data so the user cannot be singled out from the aggregate pool of consumer activity data. Once the company deidentifies that data, it no longer belongs to the user. In this Note, I assess whether this policy change is a sufficient solution or whether menstrual health data is too sensitive to collect in even this limited capacity. I also argue that regulators should introduce a constitutional framework to protect user data and propose a hybrid approach to protecting sensitive health data so that HIPAA can apply to health apps.

29. See Christine Grady, Steven R. Cummings, Michael C. Rowbotham, Michael V. McConnell, Euan A. Ashley & Gagandeep Kang, Informed Consent, 376 NEW ENG. J. MED. 856, 856 (2017).
30. See id. at 857.
31. Id. at 858.
32. Guess What?, supra note 16.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Although user privacy advocates have investigated many menstruation-tracking apps because of their suspicious data-sharing practices, very little is known about the specific uses of the data or the internal investigations that the app companies have conducted as recommended by accountability reports. To better understand the effects of data misuse by these apps, I turn to the literature.

Privacy International, an advocacy group dedicated to promoting more ethical technological privacy practices and educating users on their digital rights,\(^34\) conducted its 2019 study on menstruation-tracking apps by comparing the privacy practices to the 2016 General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).\(^35\) The GDPR is the European Union’s strictest privacy and security law.\(^36\) Any company that processes the data of an EU citizen, even if the company is not located within the EU, must comply with the GDPR or risk a substantial fine.\(^37\) The GDPR stipulates that a company must be transparent in its data processing practices, that it may collect no more data than is absolutely necessary to fulfill its stated goals, and that all consent must be “freely given, specific, informed and unambiguous.”\(^38\) Although compliance with the GDPR is only mandatory with respect to EU users and not those based in the United States, the law provides a helpful model for what reasonable informed consent practices look like.\(^39\)

In its study of menstruation apps, Privacy International found that a majority of those apps that were also investigated for the Facebook data-sharing study had disabled the function that automatically shares user data with third-parties upon opening the app.\(^40\) However, some of the less commonly used menstruation-tracking apps—such as the apps Maya and MIA, both of which had millions of users—still continued sharing the data with Facebook at that point.\(^41\) According to a Maya spokesperson, “data” was kept safe within the app unless advertisers asked for it for targeted marketing purposes. However, the spokesperson did not clarify whether the specific data being shared involved health information like medical conditions or fertility.\(^42\)

Using health information for marketing purposes poses potential risks to the user. As early as 2012, companies have used purchased data to determine


\(^{35}\) No Body’s Business but Mine, supra note 28.

\(^{36}\) See id.


\(^{38}\) Id.


\(^{40}\) No Body’s Business but Mine, supra note 28.

\(^{41}\) Id.

\(^{42}\) Id.
whether a user is pregnant to target the user with ads.\textsuperscript{43} For example, Target assigned a “pregnancy score” to online shoppers by deducing what products pregnant people buy en masse. This eventually led to a lawsuit in which a father sued the company for mailing coupons for baby care items to their home before he knew his daughter was pregnant.\textsuperscript{44} The potential dangers of a pregnancy being exposed without the consent of the expecting parent is well-documented, ranging from abuse by family and peers to poverty by disownment.\textsuperscript{45} As such, private behaviors becoming public because of company misuse of data can have deleterious health impacts on the user. Stigma related to pregnancy status can result in depression and isolation.\textsuperscript{46} Poverty resulting from disownment may cause physical, mental, and reputational harm.\textsuperscript{47} Not only must users contend with companies knowing too much, but targeted advertising strategies may also hurt them in tangible ways.

The Privacy International report on menstruation apps found that the exact recipients of the data, the content and type of data shared, and whether companies anonymize the data are all unclear.\textsuperscript{48} Despite this ambiguity, the report confirmed that the data of one demographic in particular is especially lucrative: pregnant women.\textsuperscript{49} Whereas a data processing company might spend $0.10 for data on an average user, it could spend upwards of $1.50 (a whopping 1,400 percent increase) for the data of a pregnant person.\textsuperscript{50}

In situations where profiling companies cannot access data that a user inputs, apps are still able to communicate sensitive health information without breaking their privacy agreements. For example, MIA’s analysis function produces recommended articles based on the sexual activity a user inputs.\textsuperscript{51} MIA then communicates to Facebook what articles were recommended to the user without disclosing information that the user entered into the app.\textsuperscript{52} Although MIA cannot share with Facebook whether a user is likely pregnant based on user input, MIA enables Facebook to reach the logical conclusion that the user is pregnant by disclosing that MIA provided the user articles on pregnancy. The apparent loopholes and lack of transparency in company data-sharing practices

\textsuperscript{43} Kashmir Hill, \textit{How Target Figured out a Teen Girl Was Pregnant Before Her Father Did}, FORBES (Feb. 16, 2012), \url{https://www.forbes.com/sites/kashmirhill/2012/02/16/how-target-figured-out-a-teen-girl-was-pregnant-before-her-father-did/?sh=2d13e7366668} [https://perma.cc/K8MQ-S85H].

\textsuperscript{44} Id.


\textsuperscript{46} Wong, supra note 45.

\textsuperscript{47} Id.

\textsuperscript{48} No Body’s Business but Mine, supra note 28.

\textsuperscript{49} Id.

\textsuperscript{50} Id.

\textsuperscript{51} Id.

\textsuperscript{52} Id.
make it difficult for users to understand how much of their inputted information actually stays protected within the app.

While the GDPR provides a solid framework for what companies should do to protect data and privacy, a lack of government enforcement of U.S. companies’ practices undermines the goals of the policy. Thus far, it appears that menstruation apps that comply with GDPR standards are mainly doing so voluntarily or out of concern for public backlash. While some companies comply with these standards better than others, the fact that menstruation apps are not bound by regulatory force to continue protecting user privacy may pose a problem if company leadership changes or financial incentives for compliance erode.

The constitutional right to privacy may also play a role in informing how apps should treat privacy and data. Although no Supreme Court case addresses the issue of privacy practices with respect to private data head-on, some cases offer guidance on how much the right of privacy should be valued. The Supreme Court decision in *Bellotti v. Baird* established that the right to bodily autonomy and privacy is so strong that it overshadows a parent’s right to receive parental notification before their child undergoes an abortion. Moreover, in *Carpenter v. United States*, the Supreme Court found that some private data like cellphone location data is considered so sensitive that the government cannot access it without a warrant. In fact, the Fourth Amendment’s prohibition on invasions of privacy in places where individuals have a reasonable expectation of privacy played a key role in the outcome of *Carpenter*.

That being said, a shortcoming of applying constitutional analyses to the issue of data privacy is that constitutional rights only apply against the government and not private persons or entities. As such, businesses like menstruation-tracking apps do not have a constitutional obligation to protect user data. Ultimately, because app activity is not state action, turning to Fourth Amendment protections from illegal search and seizure (the seizure in question being apps collecting user data and transferring it elsewhere) may not be a reliable legal strategy to protect sensitive health information. Despite this reality, past Supreme Court cases may make way for legal arguments for why

---

53. *See id.* With the greater media attention on data-sharing practices following the Privacy International report, companies likely fear losing users and revenue should another investigation take place.
54. *Id.* Clue is one example of an app that has practices more in line with the goals of the GDPR, as it allows users to use the app without an account and makes data deletion easier than on similar apps. *Id.*
55. *See 443 U.S. 622, 651 (1979).*
56. *See 138 S. Ct. 2206, 2221 (2018).*
57. *Id.*
58. *See United States v. Jones, 565 U.S. 400, 406 (2012) (“[F]or most of our history the Fourth Amendment was understood to embody a particular concern for government trespass upon the areas . . . it enumerates.” (emphasis added)).
59. *See id.* at 410–11.
private health information surrendered to menstruation-tracking apps should be treated with greater sensitivity than other types of data.

Although many of the legal consequences of data misuse by these apps are ambiguous, the literature provides insight into what may happen if that data is compromised. Targeted ads are one of the main results of data-sharing practices, and as explained earlier, using sensitive health data to produce ads can result in harmful health impacts on the user.60 The data these apps collect contains massive amounts of personally identifiable information, much of which is sensitive or embarrassing. Thus, the intrinsic harm of this data being leaked is that private information may become known by others.61 This implicates the importance of users being able to control their social relationships by regulating how much others know about them.62

Another harm users could face is economic harm. If medical information such as drug use, pregnancy status, or chronic conditions becomes available to insurers or the public, the user could potentially face discrimination, loss of insurance, or risk to their employment.63 While users can fight discrimination in court, it is much more difficult for a user to hold companies accountable for the loss of opportunity. For example, if a prospective employer looks up the user on the internet and discovers sensitive health information that influences the employer to turn down the user, there is little the user can do to bring a case for discrimination.64

Lastly, data leaks may put users at risk of identity theft.65 Medical information is highly prized to hackers because the personally identifiable information associated with it enables them to commit extortion or identity theft. Accordingly, medical records can sell for up to $1,000 on the web.66

These risks are all potential consequences of data leaks of sensitive information. However, due to the lack of transparency, it is unknown whether these leaks actually result from data misuse in menstruation apps. However, as long as these potential consequences exist, lawmakers should reconsider whether menstruation apps should be allowed to compromise data and risk exposing users to these harmful effects.

---

60. No Body’s Business but Mine, supra note 28.
61. Value and Importance, supra note 2, at 93.
62. See id. at 78.
63. See id. at 80–81.
64. See Spokeo, Inc. v. Robins, 578 U.S. 330, 342 (2016) (finding that an injury in fact for intangible harm like employment discrimination can only be found if that injury is codified in statute).
65. Value and Importance, supra note 2, at 93.
III.
METHODOLOGY AND FINDINGS

I apply both qualitative and quantitative methods to understand informed consent in the terms of use and privacy policy of Flo, the most prominent menstruation-tracking app with upwards of two hundred million users. The goal of this analysis is to determine whether the terms of service and privacy policy are easier to comprehend in the versions produced after the 2019 Privacy International report.

I use reading level and language as indicators of informed consent. Greater reader comprehension and simpler language make it more likely that a user understands what they are consenting to and thus yield greater privacy protection results. The qualitative approach looks at the agreement language and comments on what it includes or omits. This is a more subjective analysis, where I look at the actual wording, the complexity of the vocabulary, and the sentence structure of the agreements to determine which document is easier to understand. The quantitative approach uses a reading level analyzer tool to more objectively determine whether the agreements are comprehensible to a layperson. In this analysis, the lower a document’s reading level, the easier it was to understand.

To access the previous terms of use, I used the Wayback Machine, an online tool that preserves a page as it existed in a given time period. I located the 2021 version on Flo’s current website. Both old and current versions of Flo’s privacy policy are available on its website.

A. Qualitative Observations: Key Differences in Language

For this analysis, I observed differences in Flo’s terms of use and privacy policy in the years before and after the Privacy International study. Specifically, I focused on the 2018 and 2020 terms of use and the 2016 and 2021 privacy policies.

To start, I made observations while reviewing the 2018 terms of use. The 2018 terms of use have a clause at the beginning that establishes that by consenting to the terms, the user consents to any subsequent changes that Flo makes to the terms without asking users to consent to the new terms. I hypothesized that Flo would remove this clause because regulatory agencies forced genetic testing companies with similar clauses to alter their agreements. In 2018, 23andMe and Ancestry.com, upon which law enforcement relied to get genetic information in criminal cases, had to withhold client information from

---

law enforcement for months while the companies waited for past clients to assent to the new consent agreements.\textsuperscript{70} Those who did not consent did not have their data at risk of being surrendered to ICE.\textsuperscript{71} This shift in the default—from consent by silence to companies seeking “express consent” before transferring user data—represents a trend towards greater preservation of user privacy.\textsuperscript{72} In contrast, the 2018 Flo terms of use put the onus on the user to periodically look up the terms of use and be attuned to the changes therein.\textsuperscript{73} Lastly, the 2018 terms of use stipulate that Flo may disclose identifying information about the user for purposes of legal action if the user violates the terms.\textsuperscript{74}

By contrast, the 2020 terms provide more insight into the function of the app and what the user’s rights are. The second clause clearly states that the company is not a licensed medical care provider and that its app is not designed to serve as birth control, a point of confusion in the past terms of use.\textsuperscript{75} Additionally, the terms state that any changes to the terms will be accompanied by an email to the users and a request for express consent.\textsuperscript{76} The terms establish that the app does not collect personal data from children under the age of thirteen.\textsuperscript{77} However, notably, the new terms of use agreement does not mention how the app collects, uses, or shares data for users above the age of thirteen.\textsuperscript{78} Even still, the new terms better inform users of the app’s purpose and clarify that the app is not a substitute for a healthcare provider. These changes represent a step in the right direction towards empowering users to understand where their information goes and with whom it is shared.

To evaluate the privacy agreements, I compared the December 2016 privacy policy with the November 2021 privacy policy, the latest policy as of this study. The 2016 privacy policy has a similar clause to the 2018 terms of use indicating that continued use of the app means the user consents to the changes. However, unlike the 2018 terms of use clause, the 2016 privacy policy states that “material” changes to the privacy policy will be accompanied by an email informing users of the change.\textsuperscript{79} As for data, the policy says that a user “may” choose to provide Flo access to personal information stored by third-party health

\textsuperscript{70} Thomas J. White, Former Chief Sci. Officer, Celera Corp., Forensic DNA Analysis in Criminal Investigations and Forensic Examinations Lecture at Berkeley Law (Nov. 2, 2021).

\textsuperscript{71} Id.


\textsuperscript{73} Flo Terms of Use (2018), supra note 69.

\textsuperscript{74} Id.


\textsuperscript{76} Id.

\textsuperscript{77} Id.

\textsuperscript{78} Id.

This appears to be Flo’s method of obtaining consent from the user to request data from other apps to import into Flo. The policy purports that it does not require the user to input personally identifiable information besides their name and email address. However, it also collects “recorded information regarding App usage” and location data without explaining why the app collects this information. This harkens back to the GDPR guidelines that require apps collect only as much data as is necessary to fulfill the app’s purpose, yet this clause violates that principle.

Even in 2016, Flo noted that it would share personal information in an aggregate and anonymous format along with data collected from other users. This is notable because once information is deidentified, it no longer legally belongs to the user, and the company may do as it wills with it.

Conversely, the 2021 privacy policy differs from the 2016 policy in its simplicity. In the 2021 policy, the sentences are shorter and written in active voice, which makes it easier for users to follow what the policy is communicating. For example, the 2021 policy states “[y]ou can always withdraw your consent” in active voice that contrasts with the 2016 policy, which states “[i]t is up to you to review the applicable privacy policy of that system, as any information you have instructed us to share is subject to those policies.” The 2021 policy expands the types of personal data the app collects and lists what kinds of information may be automatically collected. While the actual data being collected has not changed much from 2016 to 2021, the 2021 policy promotes a clearer understanding of the information and rights a user surrenders when they consent to use the app.

A qualitative analysis of the terms of use and privacy policy reveals that the changes made after the 2019 report make the agreements easier to read and understand. Although Flo did not make any substantive changes to the policies themselves, the way Flo communicates its policies to the user marks a shift towards greater transparency and trends towards enabling users to make informed decisions about their data use.

B. Quantitative Observations: Reading Level Analyzer

I use reading level as a proxy for whether the average user can understand the agreement and thus give informed consent to its terms. Scholars have argued that patient materials should be written at an eighth-grade level maximum. But, to capture patients with functional illiteracy, these materials ideally should be...
written at a fifth-grade level. Similarly, here, I argue that an app that collects and potentially shares health information should provide consent materials written at a fifth- to eighth-grade level.

To determine whether users are giving informed consent—whether they truly understand and agree to what they are reading—I ran each agreement through a reading level analyzing tool called the Automatic Readability Checker. This tool averages the results of seven formulas used to determine the minimum reading level required to understand a passage. This method is inevitably imprecise because each equation relies on different indicators, such as sentence and word length, to determine whether the passage is comprehensible and disregards how frequently people of each educational range would encounter a given word. That being said, averaging the scores provides a general consensus on what the reading level would be. Because the tool is limited to 3,000 words at a time, I ran the text of each agreement in batches of 3,000 words and averaged the results.

To interpret these results, one must focus on the reading level of the intended audience of the agreements. Terms of use and privacy policies are contracts, and the person agreeing to them is the audience. Because a significant portion of the population uses health-tracking apps that are similar to the menstruation-tracking app studied here, I infer that the audience is composed mainly of laypeople who do not have a legal background and thus require a lower reading level to understand these agreements. Although a subjective reading of these terms and agreements may lead one to believe that these documents are comprehensible to a layperson, the information being surrendered is so sensitive that it warrants a stricter standard of scrutiny, meaning a lower reading level. As of 2017, the average reading level in the United States is the eighth-grade level, so I base my findings on that standard.

---

86. See Aldridge, supra note 68, at 373.
88. Id.
90. McCarthy, supra note 14.
Table 1: Reading Level Analyzer Results for Flo Terms of Use and Privacy Policies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>In-Effect Date</th>
<th>Reading Level</th>
<th>Inputted Word Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FLO</td>
<td>Terms of Use</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>17 (College Graduate)</td>
<td>3014 + 1552 words long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLO</td>
<td>Terms of Use</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>13 (College Entry)</td>
<td>2916 + 1685 words long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLO</td>
<td>Privacy</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>14 (College Level)</td>
<td>2343 words long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLO</td>
<td>Privacy</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>13 (College Entry)</td>
<td>2957 + 1953 words long</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interestingly, the length of the terms of use both before and after the 2019 Privacy International report remained the same. However, the language had been drastically simplified. In fact, the major decrease in reading level required to comprehend the terms of use, from the college graduate level down to the college entry level, reflects this change. The college entry level is roughly equivalent to the high school graduate level. From 2018 to 2020, about 90 percent of the U.S. population were high school graduates, while only 35 percent of the population were college graduates. The reading level of these graduates likely maps onto the college entry level and college graduate level, respectively.\(^\text{92}\) I find that a much larger population (a difference of 55 percent) would be able to understand the privacy policy in 2020 than in 2018.

The privacy policy in 2016 is relatively simple, whereas the privacy policy in 2021 is double the length of the 2016 agreement. Although the reading level appears to have gone down, the difference is likely negligible due to the imprecise method the algorithm uses. This seems consistent with the qualitative findings. For example, both agreements are relatively straightforward, and the 2021 policy is clearer and organized in a way that promotes user understanding of the policy.

Although the Flo agreements today are in more accessible language than they were before 2019, this progress still falls short of the goal of communicating at an eighth-grade level. In addition, with a terms of use agreement well over 3,500 words and a privacy agreement at almost 5,000 words, it is unlikely that a user can be reasonably expected to properly read through the terms before providing their consent.

IV.
HUMAN RIGHTS STANDARD FOR INFORMED CONSENT AND SOLUTIONS TO PROTECTING THE RIGHT TO PRIVACY

Overall, menstruation-tracking apps have made significant changes in the types of data they collect and with whom that data gets shared, both of which positively impact users. Still, the United States lacks sufficient regulations to limit data use practices, and the EU does not rigorously enforce its existing regulations. As a result, nation states leave the door open for companies to renege on their commitment to preserve the privacy of sensitive health data with little recourse. In this Part, I discuss the human rights standard for informed consent and the successes and failures of the current regulatory framework.

A. The Human Rights Standard for Informed Consent

In addition to the right to privacy, the human right to personal autonomy covers the right to make decisions about whether or not to share one’s personal health information. These rights are encapsulated in the UDHR. This means that people have a right to make decisions about their health and privacy, including the decision to disclose sensitive health information to a menstruation-tracking app. However, the decision to disclose this information does not negate the user’s other human rights, such as the right to privacy. Central to the right to autonomy and privacy is informed consent. As my research shows, medical research and corporate data-sharing practices require informed consent. Yet, the question that remains is where society should set the bar to determine whether the user has truly consented.

Considering that the user information that is stored in these apps is among the most sensitive of health data, the standard for informed consent should be very high. Menstrual health involves topics that are culturally stigmatized such as menstrual cycles, pregnancy status, sexual activity, and sexually transmitted diseases. As such, the social and psychological consequences of this data being leaked are of a delicate and potentially humiliating nature, elevating the need to adequately protect this information.

The consent agreements of menstruation apps are on the right track towards meeting this human rights standard of informed consent, but work still needs to be done to increase apps’ transparency and decrease the amount of data they collect and share. As they exist today, the consent agreements of companies like
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Flo do not rise to the same level of reprehensibility as other, much larger companies.\textsuperscript{97}

For context, to consent to a device company’s product, a user can click “Agree” on a popup that asks if they agree to the terms and conditions.\textsuperscript{98} However, embedded in every terms of use agreement within pages upon pages of complex legalese are provisions that stipulate that agreeing to one service is agreeing to the terms of many other products and services from that device company.\textsuperscript{99} Though the way in which the information is communicated to the user in that case is far more pernicious than the way in which it is presented in the Flo agreements, the process of consent is the same: there is a notice of terms that the user can access, and if the user presses the button to indicate assent, then the onus is on the user for not reading the terms if anything goes awry.\textsuperscript{100} However, my quantitative findings reveal a major flaw in this logic. Even if an average person were to read the terms of use of Flo, it is unlikely that they would comprehend what the terms stipulate.

The lack of transparency in the kinds of data that are collected and what that data is used for can only further compound this problem. For example, some newer smartphone devices ask a user if an app may track their activity.\textsuperscript{101} If the user selects “Ask app not to track,” the app can still send third parties a “digital fingerprint” of the user’s device that includes technical information like its battery level and its IP address.\textsuperscript{102} Such functions give users a false expectation of privacy and obfuscate how the app uses the data.\textsuperscript{103} Therefore, the party that is best placed to ensure that user data is protected and not misused is the app company itself, not the user.

Furthermore, apps need to be held accountable for the impact they have on the health of their users. As discussed previously, data leaks of health information can lead to negative health impacts and social consequences, such as loss of employment opportunities.\textsuperscript{104} Moreover, users trust menstruation-tracking apps to provide accurate information regarding their ovulation cycles in addition to reputable health articles and advice. When apps abuse that trust, the
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user can be severely harmed. For example, a common misconception among users is that menstruation-tracking apps can replace birth control because the apps can predict when the user is most fertile. Thus, it is critical that apps clarify that menstruation trackers are not replacements for contraceptives, like Flo did in its latest terms of use. The risk of negative health impacts on users increases as technology becomes more sophisticated. For instance, some apps, like Natural Cycles, advertise themselves as birth control, yet users still become pregnant while using their services. The Natural Cycles app has an extensive amount of influence over the user’s behavior. Because of the imbalance of power between the app developers and the user, there needs to be an avenue for these companies to be held accountable if something goes wrong.

The interests being balanced here are (1) the user’s human right to privacy, (2) the user’s demand for a menstruation-tracking service, and (3) the company’s profit motive to supply the menstruation-tracking service. Of these interests, the human right to privacy outweighs the others, but that does not delegitimize the other two interests. Menstruation-tracking apps do not have to sell user data to web-hosting or profiling companies to profit from user activity. Services like Flo, Clue, and other menstruation-tracking apps have paid features that allow users to access a wide range of features while generating profit for the app. Additionally, using menstruation-tracking apps could have a positive impact on a user’s health. For example, the apps can send reminders to take medication, draw attention to irregularities in a user’s menstrual cycle, and provide articles that promote the user’s health and wellbeing. However, because the user is in a vulnerable position by disclosing their personal sensitive information and trusting the apps to be accurate, the onus should be on the app to ensure that the user can rely on both the app’s data security and health advice. Though companies may try to minimize the risk to users by anonymizing their data, they are still using data about a user’s most intimate health experiences to make money regardless of whether the user contributes to the aggregate pool of health data. Health privacy is too important to human rights for these companies to make a profit from sharing data, but this does not preclude the companies from making money from more legitimate sources like subscriptions and other forms of user activity.
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B. Proposed Regulatory and Corporate Policy Solutions

Under the current regulatory framework, menstruation-tracking apps do not fall under the umbrella of healthcare providers that are bound by HIPAA, so the FTC regulates these apps instead. To address apps and services that specifically collect sensitive health data, the FTC released the Health Breach Notification Rule (the Rule) to hold companies that are not covered by HIPAA accountable for data breaches.\textsuperscript{111} The Rule states that service providers that collect or use health data must notify consumers, the FTC, and occasionally even the media if there has been a security breach.\textsuperscript{112} However, despite having the power to enforce the Rule, the FTC has been reluctant to do so.\textsuperscript{113} This contrasts with providers who are bound by the HIPAA Security Rule, which the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) enforces more strictly by partnering with other companies to audit covered entities.\textsuperscript{114}

Moreover, companies like menstruation-tracking apps often misunderstand the requirements of the Rule, so they may be inadvertently failing to comply.\textsuperscript{115} For instance, although menstruation-tracking apps are not covered by HIPAA, under the Rule, they are considered “health care providers” because they “furnish health care services.”\textsuperscript{116} Therefore, these apps are required to notify consumers and the FTC if any breach of health information occurs, including situations where a user’s health information is shared with another company without the user’s express consent.\textsuperscript{117} Additionally, for apps like Flo that collect health data from other apps, this information is also covered under the Rule.\textsuperscript{118} This is especially concerning because users expect apps to uphold their legal obligations and are unaware that those apps do not meet that standard.\textsuperscript{119}

There are several ways that the FTC can increase accountability among app developers, such as by pursuing monetary penalties and injunctive relief. For example, in 2019, the D.C. Circuit Court affirmed the FTC’s power under
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Section 5 of the FTC Act to impose personal liability on company executives who are involved in deceptive practices. This decision paves a way for the FTC to apply penalties to the upper echelons of menstruation-tracking companies and the companies they share their data with. Furthermore, in February 2023, the FTC brought its first enforcement action under the Rule. The FTC entered a stipulated order with GoodRx, a telehealth and prescription drug provider, for failing to notify consumers and other parties of its unauthorized disclosures of consumers’ individually identifiable health information. The company agreed to pay a $1.5 million civil penalty for violating the Rule and may no longer share user health data for advertising purposes. The FTC’s employment of this novel injunction, in conjunction with the FTC’s Statement of the Commission on Breaches by Health Apps and Other Connected Devices in which it reaffirmed that violators of the Rule face civil penalties, marks a shift towards greater regulation in the digital health space. Whether the FTC will actively pursue these avenues to enforcement remains to be seen.

Another route to greater regulatory enforcement would be to create a constitutional argument. Earlier, I addressed the shortcomings of this approach, namely that the Constitution applies to the government and not necessarily to businesses. However, one could liken technology companies to the government because of their massive surveillance capabilities, such as their ability to obtain user location data. Drawing comparisons between the purpose of the Constitution and the role that these apps play in users’ lives provides a way to introduce a constitutional framework into menstruation-tracking app regulation.

Another legal strategy that may promote greater user security and company accountability is to create an overlap between entities covered by HIPAA and the FTC. HIPAA provides advantages that menstruation-tracking app users can benefit from. HIPAA’s Privacy, Security, and Breach Notification Rules set the national standard for privacy and security in the healthcare space. The HIPAA
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Security Rule applies to electronic medical records, but not health information stored in paper records. This provision may open the door to the legal argument that menstruation-tracking apps operate like electronic medical records and thus need to be given a higher level of security. Additionally, HIPAA applies to traditional healthcare entities but has expanded to include medical apps that transmit or store personal health information as well as clinics like Planned Parenthood. Here, too, catalyzed by the COVID-19 pandemic, HIPAA may expand to digital health entities like menstruation apps as their use becomes more common.

**CONCLUSION**

In conclusion, menstruation-tracking apps have the potential to positively impact user health, but their data-sharing practices do not meet a satisfactory human rights standard. First, there is little transparency: the types of data that are collected, how that data is used, and whom that data is sent to all remain unclear. In terms of informed consent, apps like Flo are making progress by changing their terms of use and privacy policies to be more accessible. However, the language is still vague and does not specify whether or how the companies use sensitive health data in their corporate practices. This issue raises the broader question of whether it is ethical at all to use health data for advertising or marketing purposes.

The solutions I propose include increasing FTC enforcement of existing policies, passing legislation that will create injuries in fact for users who are harmed by data breaches, and coercing companies through penalties to be more transparent in their use and misuse of user data. Ultimately, I find that the most effective avenue to protect user data would be to pursue civil penalties and injunctions through the FTC and extend HIPAA-like protections to menstruation-tracking app data.

At the forefront of any policy should be deference towards users’ control over their privacy and information. App usage of consumer data is different from medical research in that the motivation behind data sharing is largely to generate profit instead of advancing science. However, this rationale is not sufficient to overcome the importance of preserving human rights. The risks to user health, such as the loss of dignity or employment opportunities, are too great to allow current data-collecting and data-sharing processes to continue as they are. The
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responsibility must be put upon the companies, not the users, to protect this data because the companies have the resources and power to do so.

There are a number of research questions that, though outside of the scope of this Note, are worth exploring in future research. A critical next step includes investigating how changes in regulation may affect whether these services are viable as profitable companies. Putting too many restrictions on how data is collected, stored, and used may make operating a menstruation-tracking app too costly. This may have negative effects on the enormous user base that actively engages with these apps. Further research must be done on methods of holding apps accountable—are financial penalties sufficient, or does there need to be an injunction on certain app practices? Additionally, there is no evidence directly linking data breaches of menstruation-tracking apps to instances of identity theft or other severe consequences of data breaches. This begs the question of whether people have attempted to access users’ personally identifiable information but were unable to due to apps’ deidentifying practices, or whether data breaches of this sort are waiting to happen.